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When one looks persistently and intensely at contemporary drawing and painting, one discovers 
that, in spite of individual differences, a general attitude with its values, judgments, and prejudices 
dominates most artistic productivity at the present time.  
 
The Modern Offering 
The principal art form which has come into vogue is encountered under a variety of names, of 
which "Abstract Expressionism" is the most widely used and "Action Painting" the most descriptive. 
Undoubtedly, other names are employed in an attempt to make the distinctions that are dear to scholars 
and to a number of painters. Once separated, however, these artistic styles resemble one another so 
closely in their psychological concerns and in the technical means by which the realization of these 
concerns is undertaken that it serves no useful purpose to find terminological compartments for 
differences that are at best only slight.  
The Universal Task of Language  
 
A work of art is rightly regarded as the expression of a will, and we are justified to expect of its 
author the ability to render this will into an intelligible statement. A painting is therefore an endeavor to 
communicate a concern, which means it attempts to persuade and compel the beholder to agree to its 
rightness and worth.  
In order to be convincing then, an artist must acknowledge the discipline of his craft as the study 
of a certain language that, although differing in its physical properties from other languages, depends for 
its communicating power on the fulfillment of the same basic conditions. Language of any mode is an 
instrument by which we may comprehend the content of another person's mind or experience events from 
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which we are separated by time and distance. A good description, for example, is a very precise account 
in which words relate to one another as the sequence of happenings in an actual event.  
Essence and Abstraction  
 
No refuge in the license of his craft can protect an artist from the pressure of the requirement that 
his abstraction must satisfy, namely to become as precise a structural equivalent of his willed intentions as 
the nature of the employed materials will allow. Abstraction is uniquely qualified to raise language above 
the function of merely describing events or objects. It is instead able to record the particular quality of our 
concern about the things we encounter, that is, what our thinking about them selects and emphasizes.  
Thus abstraction in drawing and painting is a method of distortion by which the multitude of 
details and fragments of a given condition can be simplified and altered in order to clarify a selected 
aspect of great significance. That means surrounding distractions are reduced for the sake of emphasizing 
something essential and putting it on display.  
Abstract Expressionism and Its Claim  
 
In this connection there have now emerged some questions which should be raised when we face 
the extraordinary influence of this modern movement: what is the concern of which the abstract 
expressionist hopes to give an equivalent in visual language; and what is the essential this abstraction is 
determined to isolate and clarify?   
The answer is basically twofold. The abstract expressionist maintains that, while not striving to 
develop an intellectually controlled plan, he uses in its place his subconscious endowment – his 
spontaneous intuition – in order to reveal his passions and his feelings as they are evoked by the 
agitations of his time. To this assertion is added a second interest which is more readily comprehended 
than the secretive vagueness of "emotional self-expressionism"; we are told that the often violently active 
brushwork deals with the theme of space and establishes relationships in it.  
The realization of other ambitions besides space is, of course, frequently announced. There is in 
this respect much interest in the consistency and elevated relief of pigment – in its third dimension, so to 
speak – but, strangely, not in the relative effects of the colors upon each other. In any event; the use of 
color does not concern the entire school. The painter Franz Kline, for example, cannot be judged from this 
point of view; also all drawing is automatically excluded from this consideration. Space, on the other 
hand, covers the enterprise of the whole group and is equally relevant to both drawing and painting.   
As a result of what the abstract expressionists attempt and accomplish in this technically feasible 
and logically understandable realm, we may in the end be able to find a yardstick with which to measure 
the depth of feeling which they assert so loudly and continuously. It is necessary, as well as just, that we 
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examine their products against their claim, which is that they communicate significant insights about the 
subject of space.  
The Structure of Space  
In speaking literally about the structure of a form or figuratively about the structure of a 
philosophical concept, one addresses oneself not to the particulars of an individual phenomenon, but 
rather to the general type to which it belongs. The concern for structure de-emphasizes fragmentary detail 
and stresses what is fundamentally and generally needful. Structure is the unifying concept and essential 
energy by which the direction and lineup of all parts is determined; structure creates the order to which 
the fragments must submit and relate.  
In order to make concepts of space readable in two dimensions they must contain reference to, 
and allow in some way all association with, the three-dimensional world to which we are accustomed in 
common visual experience. Illumination, overlap, and transparency, for instance, are functions in physical 
depth which can be expressed and understood in their translated form on the flat surface. While these 
three methods are capable of some sort of performance in a spatial theme, they do not explain its basic 
character with very great precision. I am therefore moved to search for ways by which I can make the 
structure of space more exactly clear.  
For this purpose two possibilities come to mind which are capable of collaboration with one 
another and are more or less obviously applicable to all spatial considerations. They constitute the 
unifying principle to which the very diverse and widely extended opportunities of this theme are bound.  
The diminishing size and convergence of objects seen in perspective, as well as the appearance of 
their dimensions in foreshortening as visibly smaller than the actual, are included in nearly the entire 
experience we have with the natural spaces and volumes that surround us. An artist may modify these 
phenomena with great liberty; if he refuses, however, to acknowledge their existence, his interpretation of 
space or the forms that occupy it suffers loss of clarity and cannot be understood.  
To these means of taking the geometric measure of spatial distortion, another method can also 
contribute. This second instrument increases or decreases the visibility of the parts which are employed to 
identify a space or volume in such a way that emphasis takes on the meaning of nearness and its reduction 
that of distance. In this manner an association with the familiar interference of the atmosphere is possible 
not by duplicating or copying it, but using entirely two-dimensional and. graphic tools-line, color, or 
shape.  
Neither of the two methods is an innovation; on the contrary, both have considerable tradition. 
Both, however, need restatement, for particularly the second (the study of emphasis) has never been 
compelled to yield all its possibilities, and for this reason alone its usefulness should be restored.  
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At this point, in order to clarify how the space in which a form exists can be defined in two-
dimensional language, it may be meaningful to offer a pair of drawings by way of illustration.  
Plate 1 identifies a sphere which is constructed out of an accumulation of little squares, of which 
the ones nearest the beholder on the curve of its surface are weighty and very clearly visible, while the 
ones that are more distant gradually diminish in size and emphasis until ultimately the contour of the form 
closely approaches the frequency and intensity of the units that make up the background. Because the 
direction in the lineup of the squares reveals to some extent the curved geometry of the object, it is 
possible to identify the ones that are most prominent against the background as near and the ones that are 
least as distant. The problem to which my drawing had to find a solution can be briefly formulated in one 
sentence: how must a certain unit be changed in order to make it believable that from a location nearby it 
has been repeated in a certain direction and become distant?   
Plate 2 bears much resemblance to Plate 1 in the reduction of size and emphasis and 
circumscribes (if like the previous drawing, seen at some distance) a rounded volume of considerable 
solidity. More complex than the previous figure, its surface consists of four-sided shallow depressions in 
the shape of negative pyramids. The increased foreshortening of these units as the curve of the volume 
turns them backward helps to clarify their character as depressions, quite as much as this gradually 
growing clarity contributes to the description of the surface movement as it encircles the volume. It is 
important to realize that these two intentions could be expressed in the one drawing only because they 
were capable of improving one another.  
By the example of the two studies it is possible to formulate an insight about the expression of 
space in two dimensions. Close scrutiny will reveal that the units by which the forms are made clear can 
only perform their intended task because they each stand for a selected placement in space; on the other 
hand the description of a certain space depends on finding the exact location of the units that can describe 
the range and bulk of the forms that occupy it. In short, volume is revealed by space and space by volume. 
Form and space are not different problems between which an artist may choose, but are the same problem 
and can be solved together on the basis of one understanding.  
Structurally, space is a phenomenon whose expression in two dimensions must rely on the 
association with three-dimensional experience. Forms revealed in space are reduced in size and intensity 
at a consistent rate that tallies point by point with the degree of distance. Other methods than the ones 
described – the previously mentioned illumination, overlap, and transparency, for instance – do not 
demonstrate this gradual nature of spatial functions quite so clearly but nevertheless are dependent upon it 
in principle and may not violate its law.  
 
 
 
Plate 1 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Plate 2  
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Emphasis and the Concern with Rank   
By the greater or lesser visibility of a shape within a design more can be achieved than a 
mere technical description of its nearness or depth. An artist can assign to the things he values as 
significant a specific rank of importance which is no longer bound to a near or distant location, 
but determined by his intention. The two plates I am including here represent examples of this 
possibility as it is offered by the same graphic means by which Plate 2 was drawn 
Plate 3, a drawing of pyramids joined to one another without intervals on a slightly 
curved surface, agrees with the gradual diminution of units, as our geometric knowledge of space 
is familiar with it. Contrary to our accustomed understanding, however, the weight of the linear 
description increases as the size of the units becomes smaller in the distance. In this way the end 
of the pyramid pattern contrasts sharply with the background and becomes prominent. The 
change from one element to the other is for this reason raised to great significance and high rank.  
Plate 4 contains two horizontal planes with a pattern of receding cones making up the 
upper plane and one of cylinders comprising the lower, while somewhat above the middle 
between these two patterns lies a strip of atmosphere described by horizontal lines. The linear 
description of both cones and cylinders is, in terms of weight and density, the same at the 
respective level where each pattern ends; but the layer of atmosphere consists of lines that are thin 
and widely spaced near the cylinders and become only gradually as heavy and as frequently 
repeated as those describing the cones. In this way, we are offered a comparison by which we 
interpret the termination of the cones as distant and the last line of cylinders, more prominent in 
their contrast against the background, as relatively near.  
A comparison is essentially a relationship in which two different things are each able to 
contribute what the other lacks, but in which they resemble one another sufficiently to allow one 
to be measured against the other. Because a thing of high rank requires a lesser to clarify its 
prominence, a significant intention can only be identified if one acknowledges the equal 
functional importance of its subordinate environment from which that significance receives the 
opportunity to show its rank. The imaginative human being establishes relationships among 
diverse things because he finds possibilities to compel the different properties to contribute to one 
another in such a way that an entity emerges which is greater than the sum of the parts, to the 
precise extent of that human being's collaboration in terms of thought and physical work.  
       
  
 
 
 Plate 3 
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The choice that is made in a picture and given high rank must be regarded as abstraction 
because it expresses emphatically the essence of a will. In the ranking of elements according to an 
artistic intention we find an instrument of abstraction that is equally useful to all schools and 
styles, and to all historical traditions. Space in pictures ultimately becomes the instrument with 
which an artist expresses his concern for rank, that is, for his encounter with the reve1ations that 
have become great in his life. 
None of the four studies shown in this essay is an exhaustive and perfect solution to the 
problems of space; they represent only the first results of a search for maximal pictorial clarity. 
Deliberately none of them has mathematically correct foreshortening and perspective, and in spite 
of their very geometric appearance their precision is non-mathematical, but makes use of the 
viewer's acquaintance with the natural space that surrounds him. Because the lens structure of the 
eye allows adjustment of focus by which a selected distant object may be seen more sharply than 
one nearby, the visual concern with rank is part of this acquaintance with the natural world and 
can therefore be understood in art without doing damage to a spatial theme by interfering with its 
depth and distance.  
The Measure of the Modern School  
The theme of space contains a huge creative potential. Forms from the remotest corner of 
the brain and from sources whose possibilities the human imagination has not yet conceived may 
one day take shape because their authors know the language of their craft and are therefore able 
to share them with us, If, however, we want to partake of the opportunities of space, then we must 
submit in obedience to the conditions whose fulfillment alone can make them real. In other 
words, we must yield to the particular causes to which the relationships of a space become the 
effects and from which all its possibilities flow. 
The failure of abstract expressionism lies in its contempt for the dependency of effects 
upon their causes. The confidence that an ambition in art can express something about space for 
which the language used does not supply the equivalent meaning is self-deception and has no 
place in a human enterprise. The recent returns to a somewhat image-minded art form suffer from 
similar weaknesses because abstract expressionism has established certain tenets of considerable 
dogmatic force. Within that dogma much productivity, differently intended, must find its measure 
or die. It must give satisfaction to an aggregate of terms which runs something as follows: 
freedom of handling and looseness, effortlessness, mystery, spontaneity, emotional self-
expression, etc, These words should provoke a number of questions, yet the attitudes they reflect 
never offer a reply: why, for instance, is there emphasis on manual freedom and looseness, but 
none upon fullness of meaning? Why is effortlessness a better qualification for an artist than 
stamina, and what makes mystification more desirable than clarity, or the habitual self-indulgence 
of our feelings psychologically superior to self-discipline?  
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When the concepts to which our enumeration supplied the names are emphasized, it 
means they receive acclaim and are desired. If similar emphasis is not given to words like 
meaning, stamina, and clarity, then we may be certain that the attitudes for which they stand are 
not wanted beyond the opportunity they offer to mere lip-service; for no rationalization can make 
available the blessings of opportunity, no freedom allows us preferences that contradict and 
therefore exclude each other. We have only the freedom to make a choice and to express our will 
by fulfilling the requirements – by bowing to the discipline which can raise that choice to the 
level of reality. The restrictions and the dictates of discipline offer themselves as the unique 
instrument by which we seize our opportunity to be free, to do literally what we want.  
The failure to exercise discipline has deprived a large number of modern artists of their 
freedom because the one valid meaning of the word as the right to use one's abilities in the 
performance of one's willed intentions has been perverted and replaced by a freedom of technical 
manipulation – a looseness of the overactive brush.  
Independent of mere manual technique, however, looseness may become a useful 
concept. An artist who is successful in relating parts so expertly to one another that one cannot 
concentrate upon any one item without reference to all that surrounds it, produces a work which 
possesses a looseness of content and achieves organic life; it becomes, in terms of the earlier 
discussion of relationships, far more than the sum of its fragments.  
Looseness is a technical term referring to a certain manner of using materials, but it has 
its counterpart in the form of a psychological attitude. Spontaneity, as it is seen in contrast to the 
undesirably predetermined – a word of derogatory meaning in regard to compositional planning – 
has become a verbal symbol for the emancipated spirit whose only obligation is to create 
something new. The compulsive frenzy with which novelties are pursued has in the end destroyed 
the uniquely personal for which it pretends to aim. By loudly proclaiming their novelty – the 
originality of their innovations – numerous works of art have become all the same in common 
clamor for attention, in their making the same fashionable noise. The attempt to be different at all 
costs has brought about one of the worst treadmills of boredom in the history of art, whose 
pretended vitality adds to its other stagnations that of deception and self-deception.  
The genuine creation of something new, the formulation of an unprecedented insight 
about a visual possibility, develops more quietly but with very great thrust. Each inventor must 
work within the framework of his background; but he is capable of enlarging this frame of 
reference by a wisdom which realizes that his background information can be extended, if he not 
only knows the established fact, but beyond the fact, the possibilities it implies. This, I believe, is 
the meaning of the word imagination – the perception of the implied potential by which the will 
to achieve is invoked. The imaginative will invents and innovates, not because it destroys a 
tradition, but because it raises it to its highest possibilities.  
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With the particular meaning of unrestricted license, of thoughtless self-expression, which 
the term spontaneity has taken on in contemporary usage, the creation of something validly and. 
constructively new has become impossible. The modern predicament of wanting one thing, and 
also wanting the other which destroys it, deprives us in the end of both. 
Much the same as a changed understanding of looseness offered creative potential, so can 
an attitude toward spontaneity, different from the one now fashionable, be helpful. Spontaneous 
behavior is not unrelated, but related, behavior. Spontaneity cannot exist under the strain of 
conflict with its environment. When it finds means to contribute to the offerings of its 
surroundings, however, it establishes fellowships with them by making opportunities available 
and removing tension. To rely on the undeserved blessings of an intuition where consequent 
thought may solve a problem is not vitality but sterility of mind. Logic and thinking do not 
damage the chance for spontaneous inspiration but improve it. Only those who through the 
exercise of discipline have become competent can be inspired by an intuition.  
Exertion and the Summit of Emotion 
The technical failure of the abstract expressionists to perform significantly in their 
enterprise of space is compounded by a failure to attain and express the depth of feeling which 
they profess. No other group of artists is equally filled with variously directed attitudes of 
contempt. In its intolerance, abstract expressionism voices its condemnation for certain works on 
the grounds that they are either decorative, illustrative or design-minded, in supposed opposition 
to “real” drawing and painting, as if the pronouncement of these words were all the evidence 
needed to support the criticism. In reality the artistic aims for which these adjectives stand are 
valid and not at all hostile to drawing or painting. Each requires considerable discipline in order 
to become more than an aim, namely the effective statement of a volition, and each demands an 
author who knows what he wants and is master of his own mind. The grounds increase for the 
suspicion that a damaged self-esteem has driven those who are weak to tear down others who are 
strong and hard enough to make their maximal effort towards the visual identity of their concerns 
– toward their equivalent in artistic meaning.  
The nature of the technical defects of abstract expressionist works compels the 
conclusion of a poverty of feeling on the part of their authors. The assertion that a work of art 
deals with the theme of space and achieves significance in it cannot be supported merely because 
of some vague and accidental way an unidentified and unintelligible sense of spatial change takes 
place, wherever markings appear on a surface. It is the nature of each discipline that it must reach 
for the highest possibility; an undertaking in art is damaged by the potential that lies fallow, by 
neglected opportunities. Blinded by its own misunderstanding of terms like spontaneity, freedom, 
and feeling, abstract expressionism is capable of only feeble exertions which deprive its 
emotional content of depth and power.  
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All emotional messages, individual and specialized in their content, recede in  importance 
before one essential and universal demand: we must be able to believe, by the evidence of the 
product, that an artist loves the object of his work.  Not effortlessness, but the visible traces of his 
exertion, will make it great; they give testimony of the intensity of his participation in the 
opportunities of his life as an artist and his love for that life. If we invest hugely of our utmost 
energy in all undertakings, we make love available, not only to them, but also to ourselves 
because they are our lives which receive the investment. Thus the mystery of our passions and 
love, which cannot reveal its substance, does reveal its function by the profound effects of its 
active energy. 
Art in its most modern form has done nothing by which to earn an interpretation that 
would acknowledge it as expressive of passionate feeling. The abstract expressionists never 
understood that in order to possess our feelings at any level of depth we must deserve them. Only 
by way of stamina and ultimate effort can we become worthy of experiencing the nobility of a 
passion. In the light of this recognition, the claim to profound emotion on the part of the dominant 
contemporary art form is necessarily examined – and rejected; for love is a discipline, and only 
those who submit to it in obedience can partake of its blessings. Without this obedience no 
culture can sustain its life and grow to be more than its unrelated or disintegrated fragments; it 
would have to become chaotic.  
 
   Johannes H. von Gumppenberg 
   Boston, Massachusetts  Fall, 1962 
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